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Executive Summary 
This internship report contains a whole plan of digital marketing analysis on UpoharBD. 

UpoharBD is an online gift shop. Anyone can visit this site and buy and send gifts to their near 

and dear ones via online service. I have selected an effective way for researching of new products 

through Facebook campaigns. Here I analyzed the digital marketing that means the marketing on 

internet of UpoharBD. In this report I have discussed why digital marketing is important for any 

business. Also, I have classified and justified the information of the learning what I have found 

while researching on this matter. UpoharBD is an idol for other online gift shops in Bangladesh. I 

have studied the website of UpoharBD and came up with some digital marketing plans. At the very 

first stage, I had brought some research ideas and then I implemented the learning of those ideas 

and set my objectives. Then I did analysis of my report according to those research and SWOT 

analysis. Then I made my objectives what I have found from analysis. At first my objective was 

launching new products and reaching new customers. At this stage I have launched some Facebook 

campaigns discussed in the ‘Web content development’ and ‘Digital marketing of new products’ 

sections. I had chosen a very good strategy for my campaigns for increasing sales as well as 

engagement of people. Lastly, I did the analysis of my successful campaigns. I just hope that these 

digital marketing plans I have provided will help UpoharBD to become more popular among its 

customers.  
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1. Introduction 
Booming rise of e-commerce businesses has added new criteria of business portfolio with very 

different dimensions that never had before. Not only has the customers group changed but also 

their tastes of buying behavior and mode. Customers of today are more unwilling to go to a 

physical store often to buy this and that but feels comfortable to commit impulse buying from 

online with the freedom to shop 24/7. UpoharBD (Upoharbd.com) has made a milestone of success 

in online shop concentrated on Dhaka region people. But the challenging task of an e-commerce 

business is to achieve more engagement for brand awareness and tapped on into new markets. 

Digital methods of communication and marketing are quicker, more flexible, realistic and 

rationalized. Bangladesh is now becoming more digitalized. Nowadays people of Bangladesh are 

getting busier and so they are finding soothe in shopping from home. Another thing is Facebook 

has become one of the leading shopping place rather than only being a social media networking 

site. So here in my project work I have discussed about digital marketing especially the Facebook 

marketing and other social media as well. Moreover I have identified and prepared new products 

for UpoharBD. Then I have uploaded brief description & pictures of those new products in the 

website and promoted those products in social media channels. 

1.1 Objective of the project 
There are two objectives of internship program. Those are: 

 Broad objective and  

 Specific objective.  

These two types of objectives are as follows: 

Broad Objective 

The broad objective of this report is apprising with the professional world practically. To gain a 

practical experience related to major concentrated area is the broad objective of internship 

program. 

 

 

http://www.upoharbd.com/
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Specific Objectives 

Some specific objectives are also there beside the broad objectives. This paper was designed to 

accomplish some specific objectives. The specific objectives of internship program are given 

below: 

 To accomplish the educational requirement. 

 To carry out a thorough situational analysis of UpoharBD.com. 

 To have a full concept about website usability of UpoharBD.com.  

 To know about the SEO (Search Engine Optimization) of UpoharBD.com.  

 To have knowledge about digital marketing campaigns of UpoharBD.com.  

 To know about their social media activities. 

 To find out new product for two sections of UpoharBD.com. 

 To know about UpoharBD’s overall E-Commerce related operations.  

1.2 Methodology 
The data I have presented in this internship report are collected from various sources. The sources 

are mentioned below – 

Primary Source 

The report is mainly based on primary data. I have collected all these during my three months long 

work experience time. Mainly most of them are collected from my direct works and the 

management & colleagues of UpoharBD. 

Secondary information is those that already exist. These data were mainly collected from website, 

articles and social media pages. I also collected information from secondary data sources. They 

are: 

 www.upoharbd.com 

 www.facebook.com/UpoharBD 

 Text books 

 Articles and Journals 

 Wikipedia 

 Google search 

http://www.upoharbd.com/
http://www.facebook.com/UpoharBD
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1.3 Scope 
Employees of UpoharBD online shop helped me to gather all information I included in my papers 

by providing me their data. Analyses are done by researching the website of UpoharBD.com, its’ 

social media page and competitors. While preparing  this  report, I  had  an  opportunity  to  gain  

deep  knowledge  about the  e-commerce websites,  especially  in online  shopping  service. I  have  

also  come  through  many  different  personalities,  who  shared  their  experiences,  while 

conducting the research. The report will also give the readers the opportunity to learn about the 

general e-commerce procedures and online products mechanism, the related regulations, and the 

obligations. The report aims at designing innovative strategies for new organizations. 

1.4 Limitations 
Maximum  effort  was  given  to  make  the  study  a  successful  one,  but  it  suffers  from  some 

limitations those were apparently unavoidable. The major ones were:  

Shortage of time period: The major limitation faced to carry out this project was mainly time 

constraints. It hindered the course of vast area and time for preparing a report within the mentioned 

period is really difficult. 

Secrecy of Management: The authority of the organization did not disclose much information for 

keeping the organization confidential. So, some data were hard to collect for the confidentiality or 

the secrecy of management.  

Busy working environment: The officials could not provide information sometimes because of 

their huge routine work. So, it wasn’t possible for me to gather vast knowledge about the critical 

issues. It is really difficult to gather data from the place where people do not know me for a long 

time.  

Lack of information: In the website, information of e-commerce practice in several companies 

was limited.   
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2. Company Overview: UpoharBD.com 
UpoharBD is one of the oldest and leading online gift stores in Bangladesh. They are providing 

gift delivery services in Bangladesh since 2003 when they started their journey from a small flower 

shop in Dhaka. This online gift store was initiated in 2005, which is now serving thousands of 

customers worldwide to send gift to their friends and families in Bangladesh. Customers can now 

place online gift orders from Bangladesh, Australia, United States, United Kingdom, Canada, 

European and Middle Eastern countries and they provide gift delivery service in all cities of 

Bangladesh. They can place same day or urgent gift order online for Dhaka. 

They deliver gifts and flowers to all houses, offices, hospitals in all cities of Bangladesh. They 

provide exclusive gift service in Bangladeshi wedding parties and provide customized service at 

corporate events. Their gift and flower delivery service to all cities in Bangladesh is available on 

Friday and during other national holidays too. All product prices shown on the website includes 

all service charges, wrapping, one greeting cards and five red roses to make it presentable. They 

provide free gift delivery in Dhaka, Sylhet and Chittagong and additional delivery charge applies 

to other cities. All gifts will be delivered on the day and time that customers will select during 

checkout. 

While customers have a choice to pick from few Bangladeshi online gift stores, UpoharBD 

maintains superior gift delivery service in Bangladesh through years of experience, easy online 

ordering process, almost 24/7 customer service, quality of advertised products and regular updates. 

Unarguable integrity and honesty of their trained and educated gift delivery team is the envy of 

many competitors. Upohar means Gift and this is the destination of Bangladeshi community 

worldwide when they want to surprise their loved-ones. Their goal is to serve every customer and 

to transform the special moments of their 'Loved-ones' to a memorable and magical one. 

With every gift UpoharBD provides free photo of the gift to the recipient. This service is 

introduced to make customers happy about the product quality and to make sure that they have 

delivered the same product that they have ordered. At the checkout they will be asked to choose 

customers’ option to receive the recipients’ photo. If they select NO then they will not ask him/her 

for photo. All photos are taken with digital camera to ensure quality. This is the unique service 

which is available at UpoharBD only. They send the photo to customers’ email address within 48-

http://www.upoharbd.com/same-day-and-urgent-gifts
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72 hours of the gift delivery. Please visit their Facebook Album to view photos of few recent 

packages that they have delivered in Bangladesh. Customers are able to select their delivery date 

and time at checkout. They are the professionals when it comes down to punctuality. 

UpoharBD has permanent staffs and part-time staffs. All of their staffs are well educated or 

continuing their study at various universities in Dhaka. They know their job very well, they are 

always well dressed and their manner is one of the key points to please any gift recipients. Their 

delivery person is the face of UpoharBD and they go through extensive background check and 

monitoring when they pick someone to carry their pride. 

UpoharBD not only takes care of the gift items but also takes extensive care of every other small 

bits, such as timing, staff quality, presentation etc. This is why, UpoharBD is proud to be the 

provider of an overall 'Great' service as well as providing the best possible service in every areas 

of their business. 

2.1 UpoharBD’s Website (www.upoharbd.com) 

 

Figure 1: Home page of UpoharBD 

https://www.facebook.com/UpoharBD/photos/?tab=album&album_id=10151176834193414
http://www.upoharbd.com/index.php?_a=testimonials
file:///C:/Users/shossain/Downloads/www.upoharbd.com
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2.2 Market and Competitor analysis 
I have done some market research. From my market research, I have found that there are some 

competitors of UpoharBD, who are giving the similar type of services as UpoharBD. Those sites 

are- 

 www.bdgift.com  

 www.giftzhaat.com  

 www.giftbd.com  

 www.giftmela.co  

 www.giftportalbd.com  

 www.bangladeshgiftshop.com  

 www.upohar2me.com  

 www.utshob.com  

 www.arnimgift.com  

 www.deshigreetings.com  

But UpoharBD is more successful among all of them. UpoharBD is well known for the quality of 

the products and better services than other sites. Some of the websites copied user interface of the 

website from UpoharBD. Some of them even partially copied business name and tagline from 

UpoharBD to make the customer of UpoharBD confuse and take order from them. But the service 

and product quality of those sites are not as good as UpoharBD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bdgift.com/
http://www.giftzhaat.com/
http://www.giftbd.com/
http://www.giftmela.co/
http://www.giftportalbd.com/
http://www.bangladeshgiftshop.com/
http://www.upohar2me.com/
http://www.utshob.com/
http://www.arnimgift.com/
http://www.deshigreetings.com/
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2.3 4P’s of UpoharBD 
The 4 P’s is used as an essential part of formulating and implementing marketing strategy by many 

practitioners. The 4 P’s was originally proposed in 1960 by E J McCarthy. 

 

Product 

UpoharBD is as online services for sending gift in Bangladesh. People can send gifts to their family 

and friends by UpoharBD. The products of UpoharBD are flower, cake, toy, different type of deshi, 

Chinese, Thai and Fast foods, online mobile recharge, fruits, vegetables, fish, meat, saree, kameez, 

perfumes, chocolates, ice creams, cookies, wedding ‘dala’ packages, various gift hampers, 

handicrafts, corporate gifts, Sweets, Home décor, Pitha, healthcare products etc. 

Product Price

Place Promotion
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Figure 2: Product sections of UpoharBD 

Price 

Price is the most important fact the customer considers during purchasing the product. The prices 

of the product of UpoharBD is higher than the products are sold in physical stores. The price is 

increased because of their premium service and other costs. So UpoharBD don’t have much local 

buyer. The target customer of UpoharBD are the people who stay outside of the country for job or 

other purpose but want to send gifts to their friends any families. So UpoharBD set the price based 

on what those people can afford, not the buying capacity of the local people of Bangladesh. 

UpoharBD have to bear some extra cost to deliver the products. For example, they need to make 

4 trips to place order for a cake. They need to go and comeback to place the order, and then they 
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need to go to pick it up. Also, they have associated items and services such as flowers, cards, 

premium delivery using car or CNG instead of bus to protect gift items. UpoharBD accepts various 

payment systems in different currency. 

 

Figure 3: Payment systems of UpoharBD 

Place 

UpoharBD is an online shop. So people can use it from anywhere anytime. Online shop is more 

useful the physical shop. Customer can buy products from UpoharBD 24/7. Customer can also live 

chat with the customer service of UpoharBD. UpoharBD also have a Facebook page. Facebook is 

most used social media. So UpoharBD also shares their information about their products on 

Facebook. Although UpoharBD is an online shop, they also have offices in Dhaka, Chittagong and 

Sylhet. UpoharBD offers free delivery on these cities. 

Promotion 

Promotion refers to raising customer awareness of a product or brand, generating sales, and 

creating brand loyalty. UpoharBD promotes their products online to generate more sells and let 

people know about the brand. As an online shop, UpoharBD promotes their product   online. 

UpoharBD promotes their products on Facebook and various Bangladeshi popular websites like 

ProthomAlo. The target customer of UpoharBD is the non-resident people of Bangladesh who 

wants to send gift to their friends and family. So UpoharBD advertise their products on countries 

like USA, Saudi Arabia, UK, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates, Australia, Qatar, Singapore etc as 

well. 
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2.4 Internal Resources 
Resources are anything that helps a company to operate and carry out the business. It includes the 

use of human capital, natural resources, tangible resources, intangible, financial resources and 

anything that help to make a profit in a business. Now I will say about the resources of 

UpoharBD— 

 Financial resources: UpoharBD (www.upoharbd.com) is a middle size ecommerce 

business. Seeing the size and operation of the business it can be said that the firm has 

sufficient financial resources to maintain the demand of the market. 

 Technological: As UpoharBD is an ecommerce side so it has to be advanced in 

technologically. This firm has its own website and the web side is fulfilling all side of 

requirement. Like its hosting is good as well as it has good backup system. From the Google 

master I also see that the website has no error. This side also has a face book and YouTube 

channel. 

 Reputation: UpoharBD has a very good reputation in national border and across the 

border. It maintains quality product and service. From the website testimonial it proves that 

with the customers it has a great reputation since many years. 

 Human resources: UpoharBD has trained employees. The Business Development 

Director of the Company Mr. Syed Mahmudur Rahman (LinkedIn: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/syedmrahman/) oversees growth of online business in the 

developing market and direct innovation of digital marketing initiatives.   The service of 

this company and the great presentation of delivery man to deliver the products make the 

business different from other companies. In operation management people are doing their 

job with potentiality. For this reason the business sell as well as fame is increasing day by 

day. 

 Customer relationship: UpoharBD is always keep relationship with their customer by 

using social sites. The response rate of this firm is 100% most of the time. 

2.5 Internal Capabilities 
There are some unique capabilities that one firm has to differentiate the firm from others. 

Capabilities mean the capacity to perform with the production and demand. The capabilities of 

UpoharBD are— 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/syedmrahman/
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 UpoharBD has good customer review. 

 It has the capability to attract people with their promotional activity. 

 The management system and skills employee make organization goals successful. 

 It has quality products including ‘Uniliver’ products. 

 It has the capability to fulfil the needs of customer from national or abroad. 

 The service of UpoharBD is the best service in Bangladesh online ecommerce gift shop 

site. 
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2.6 UpoharBD’s Business Operation Model 
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My Specific Responsibilities 

I did my major in E-Business and Marketing; but E-Business is the area of my interest for working.  

I found   myself very fortunate as I got engaged with UpoharBD. Here in UpoharBD I worked 

under the Director   (Business Development). Operations Executive was my direct reporting 

supervisor. Under Operations Executive I have worked on some specific area. The responsibilities 

are discussed below which I had been assigned to fulfill in the organization. 

Market research: My first job was to do market research and adding new products in women 

section and kids section of the website. So I have to do a lot of research through surveys, analyzing 

current trends as well as visiting competitors’ websites. 

Web content management: Writing SEO (Search Engine Optimization) enabled content of 

Upoharbd.com was my initial job. Product’s contents comprise with  various  type  of  information  

such as  product  name,  price,  description,  quantity, Meta title and Meta description. If  any 

visitor  requests     Google Search  for  a  particular  information,  this  Metadata  helps  to  find  

that information  easily. While this data perceived by the search engines, they play a significant 

role in SEO rankings. 

Online marketing: To promote the new product added by me, I have done social media marketing 

especially Facebook marketing. I had ran   many campaigns which will be discussed in the later 

parts. 
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3. Intern Task Description 
3.1 Updating Two Sections 

Throughout this three month, I was assigned for developing the ‘Gift Ideas For Kids’ and ‘Gift & 

Dress For Her’ section of UpoharBD. There are more than 44 categories in UpoharBD’s website. 

The following two are the frail category of UpoharBD. There are high demand for gifts for women 

and kids for many occasions. And considering this high demand, UpoharBD decided to add new 

and trendy products in these two category. UpoharBD offers various kind for gifts available 

starting from cake to décor items. Throughout this three months, more than 40 products are 

introduced in these category. Later on in this report, I will describe that how I came out with the 

idea of those products and development of these two category. 
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3.2 Requirement Analysis 

 

Figure 4: SWOT Analysis 

UpoharBD is one of the most established and driving online gift store in Bangladesh. Being the 

first in the market it had a lot of advantages. In the earlier days when people wanted to send gift to 

their friends and family they had to rely on UpoharBD only, so that gave UpoharBD a lot of 

advantages. It started its business in 2003 and back in those days internet was not that popular in 

our country and so wasn’t internet shopping. So UpoharBD gained all the popularity outside the 

country to those who wanted to send gift to their beloved one’s from abroad. Time has changed 

and people of Bangladesh are now getting into online shopping and more competitors are coming. 

So market situation of UpoharBD is not the same as before. To do the situational analysis of 

UpoharBD I used SWOT analysis. 

SWOT analysis consists of four elements of an organization. Those are strength, weakness, 

opportunity and threat. Strength and weakness are internal factors of the organization while 

opportunity and threats deals with the external factors. So the SWOT analysis of UpoharBD is 

given below. 
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Strengths 

Consider strengths from both an internal perspective, and from the point of view of the customers 

and people in your market. It should also be realistic - it's far too easy to fall prey to "not invented 

here syndrome." Also, if having any difficulty with this, trying writing down a list of the 

organization's characteristics. UpoharBD is the only gift service that provides online ordering 

facility where customers can check the prices of the products, others information and place order 

online easily. 

 It also provides their own home delivery service which helps to increase customer 

satisfaction for quick service and quality maintenance. 

 UpoharBD has some advantages such as they have strong brand position in abroad. 

 UpoharBD is the best catalog among native competitors. 

 It is the providing free home delivery in Dhaka, Sylhet and Chittagong. 

 They have huge collection of products. 

 Their web page has world class web design, they accepts multiple currencies and same day 

delivery service, and they also have multiple payment method. 

 UpoharBD provide photo confirmation, they have active BFP, active twitter account they 

have excellent customer review. 

Weaknesses 

Weakness is one of the attributes of internal organization. It is harmful achieving the organizational 

objectives. So overcoming this is a must. The weakness of UpoharBD is given below. 

 The main weakness of UpoharBD is that they charge relatively higher price than other sites. 

 They have lower brand recognition in Bangladesh. 

 The branches of Sylhet and Chittagong are relatively less popular than Dhaka. 

 Very few and specific people actually know about this business. 

 They have less emphasize on advertising than earlier years, they also have less active 

Facebook follower. 

 They have no kind of activity on Instagram and Pinterest. 

 They have no verified Facebook Page which creates a lot of misunderstanding among 

consumers. 
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Opportunities 

Opportunity is the external attributes of an organization. It is the attributes of the environment. 

Opportunities help to achieve the organizational objectives.The opportunities of UpoharBD is 

given below- 

 They have relatively less competitor in the market based on Gift service. So they can assure 

some USP and grasp the entire market. 

 They can provide more internet availability. Whenever a customer needs to have any kind 

of information or confirmation through internet the service is should be provided instantly. 

 Customer have a huge demand for quality service. 

 Nowadays customers are willing to pay high for better service. 

 As UpoharBD has comparatively less social media advertisement done so they have a huge 

social media marketing opportunity left alone because most of the people actually spend 

hours and hours in social media. 

 They have a huge growing customer base. 

Threats 

Threats deals with the external factors of environmental attributes. It is very harmful for an 

organization. The threats of UpoharBD is given below- 

 There is now huge number of online shops in the market. So availability of substitute is a 

bug threat (other online shops). 

 As the gift service sector is very much new in the market and few sites are available with 

this service so there can be an upcoming direct competitor’s threat. 
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Strategy of UpoharBD: UpoharBD should use “WO” strategy where they could work for utilizing 

their opportunities and eliminating any weaknesses and keep growing their business as it is already 

quite established. So now they should try keep working on their opportunities to keep the brand 

name strong and try to eliminate any weaknesses and keep improving further to avoid any 

competitor business taking their place in the market. It will also help to build the strengths for 

attracting strategy. 
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3.3 Product Sourcing (Market research & analysis) 
This is the third stage where I went for consumer research online. This research helped me to gain 

a broad idea about the types of gifts that consumers want. Marketing research is also a great way 

to build relationship with the customers. First of all the research has been done through an online 

campaign. This online campaign targeted two major area that UpoharBD wants to focus that is 

engagement and promotion. So with the help to engagement and promotion, it also served as a 

great research tool.  

The main theme of our campaign was to generate ideas from all the comments that consumers are 

giving. So in the beginning I designed that what I will be giving as a gift who will win this contest. 

According to that, our graphics designing team created a poster for this research. Then I boosted 

this post or in other way I promoted this post in Facebook so that I can reach our targeted 

participants for this contest. 

 

Figure 5: Campaign to getting idea of women gift 

This is the post that is created for generating consumer’s perception towards gifts for women. The 

theme of this campaign was to give an idea about gifts for women that is they need to give me 

some idea about what types of gifts will be suitable for our website. 
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Figure 6: Campaign of getting idea for kids’ gift 

This is the post that is created for generating consumer’s perception towards gifts for kids. The 

theme of this campaign was to give an idea about gifts for kids that is they need to give me some 

idea about what types of gifts will be suitable for our website. 

 

Figure 7: Paid & unpaid reach of kids' gift campaign 

Through this campaign I were able to reach a total of 5,669 people out of which 81 responded to 

this post and this 81 comments are our sample size. The light orange part in the bar show the 

organic reach (2,441) out of total reach. And the deep orange part shows the paid reach which 

mean with $3.00 I were able to reach 3,228 people. 
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Now I talk about the research outcome, it was very much helpful. As this research was a qualitative 

research where people will have open ended answers, so in this case I am not able to show any 

statistical outcome of this research. But I can share the gift ideas that I got from the research 

campaign. Branded and non-branded makeup sets, lipsticks, perfume, body care products and 

many more are the new additions in ‘Gift & Dress For Her’. 

 

Figure 8: Women gift ideas of new products through campaign 

Cartoon themed combo sets, scooty, soft toys, branded chocolates, colorful tent house and many 

more are the new additions in ‘Gifts Ideas For Kids’ section. 

 

Figure 9: Kids' gift ideas of new product through campaign 
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This are some of the sample of products that customer wants. And based on their demand, I tried 

to put similar product in the website. Later on in this report, I will discuss about the product details 

that are currently uploaded in the website.  
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3.4 Web Content Development 
Creating a development process was my first task in UpoharBD. In the very beginning I was 

assigned to a do a development chart which will be followed by me throughout this three months. 

Web content development is the process of researching, writing, gathering, organizing and editing 

information for publication on websites. Website content may consist of prose, graphics, pictures, 

recordings, movies, or other digital assets that could be distributed by a hypertext transfer protocol 

server, and viewed by a web browser. 

Content development is the lifeblood of website. In today’s world, if anyone does not have good 

quality content on website then they will get passed up for someone else who does. Not only does 

it need to be good, it has to be relevant and up to date. 

This is the whole process of developing a content in a website where the first step is to make sure 

that our planning and goals are fixed and well organized. And after that a research is mandatory to 

know that what products customer wants in that specific category. Research helps me to clear our 

confusion that which products should go to the website and which should not. Now as I have 

decided products that will be going in the website, so I need to introduce it to our consumers. And 

for this, a good content and SEO is mandatory for content development. In the last stage after 

finalizing and arranging all the contents, it is time to launch the product and go for a review.  

Five stages of developing high quality web content 

 

Ideation: There are several ways to get ideas for content that are not only catchy to the eyes of 

audience but are also seasonal and/or traffic-based keywords. Commenting on the campaign post 

is not only used for link building purposes but also for finding keywords for content. If I have a 

list of authority sites in my mind, I may want to visit once in a while to get some ideas. 

http://digitalphilippines.net/new-content-ideas/
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One of my major task was adding new products in “Gift Ideas for Kids” section. To get ideas about 

what customers want as kids’ gift, I run a campaign in UpoharBD’s Facebook page. The campaign 

was like- give ideas of kids’ gift and win soft toys. 

 

Figure 10: Photo of kids' gift campaign 

The post reach was high without paid promotion. Like, comment and share are also high as well. 

I get so many ideas from comments of this post. 
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Figure 11: Reach of kids' gift campaign 

Research: After the completion of idea getting process, I start to work with SEO (Search Engine 

Optimization). To do the SEO, firstly I work with researching keywords. Fortunately, the SEO 

Gods have given me an awesome free tool that tells me almost all of the information I need to 

make informed decisions about which keywords are best for our business. It’s called the Google 

Keyword Planner. 

Unlike the now-defunct Google Keyword Tool, the new tool has an entire suite of features that 

helps me identify a keyword’s growing (or shrinking) popularity, filter out low-volume searches 

and create hundreds of keyword combinations in seconds. 

So I select the keyword planner tool under Google AdWords and from the below figure I can see 

that I select ‘gift for kids’ as our product and ‘Bangladesh’ as our target region. From the second 

figure I see the result of the target product and target place. 
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Figure 12: Keyword research through Google AdWords 

Conceptual Framework: All the data/sources should be gathered at one place. This phase, 

“Conceptual Framework” would ensure that your content has a logical flow of information. Here 
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I gathered all the keywords favorable to customers in an excel sheet. With these keywords I formed 

our meta title and meta description so that customers will find our products easily. 

 

Figure 13: Most serached keywords for kids' gift 

Optimization: Based on the list of keyword I have gathered earlier, pick up the best ones and use 

it to optimize our content. Make sure that I strategically use those texts to ensure that I are also 

passing value to our site’s other content assets. I can also use those anchor texts for our content 

distribution efforts like guest posts. 

UpoharBD has an exceptional layout for doing SEO. For this layout doing SEO for different 

product is super easy and stress-free. 
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Figure 14: Template for doing SEO 

Here I have to add the image of the product first. Then the proper code, category, name and price 

have to be written. After that I have to write a proper description of the product both in English 

and Bengali. Then the special instruction which is not eligible for kids products. Lastly the most 

important things which are Meta title and Meta description. The Meta title is the HTML code that 

specifies the title of a certain web page. In coding, the Meta title is embedded at the header of a 

web page. Meta descriptions are HTML attributes that provide concise explanations of the contents 

of web pages. Meta descriptions are commonly used on search engine result pages to display 

preview leftovers for a given page. 
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Here are some SEOs I have done for UpoharBD – 

 

Figure 15: SEO of a kids' gift 
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Figure 16: SEO of another kids' gift 

Content Placement: On page engagement is as important if not more important than attracting 

new visitors to your site. If our site doesn’t deliver value and isn’t authoritative and engaging I 

could lose your visitors interest. 

I deliver relevant, informative and smooth flowing content, to capture interest and encourage the 

visitor to read on, with constant updates I can enjoy an ever increasing return visitor, who will not 

only read our content but could become educated as well Lead Generation making me an authority 

amongst our industry. 

Content placement is not under my work. UpoharBD has employees especially for this section. 
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3.5 Digital Marketing of New Products 
The following campaign was posted to get idea the new products idea of women section. 

 

Figure 17: Campaign for getting ideas of women gift 

Through this campaign I were able to reach a total of 10,775 people out of which 38 responded to 

this post and this 38 comments are our sample size. The light orange part in the bar show the 

organic reach 2,941 out of total reach. And the deep orange part shows the paid reach which mean 

with $3.00 I were able to reach 7,834 people. 
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Figure 18: Reach of women gifts campaign 
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The following campaign was for getting the idea of books of people’s choices and here I make 

the advertisement of newly launched aquarium in our website.

 

Figure 19: campaign of getting ideas of customers' book choice 

Through this campaign I were able to reach a total of 15,353 people out of which 129 responded 

to this post and this 129 comments are our sample size. The light orange part in the bar show the 

organic reach 4,811 out of total reach. And the deep orange part shows the paid reach which mean 

with $3.00 I were able to reach 10,542 people. 
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Figure 20: Reach of customers' book choice campaign 
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The following campaign was for getting ideas of the new products for kids section as that section 

was quite weak compared to UpoharBD’s other section.

 

Figure 21: Kids' gift idea campaign 

Through this campaign I were able to reach a total of 11,940 people out of which 92 responded to 

this post and this 92 comments are our sample size. The light orange part in the bar show the 

organic reach 3,235 out of total reach. And the deep orange part shows the paid reach which mean 

with $3.00 I were able to reach 8,705 people. 
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Figure 22: Reach of kids' gift idea campaign 
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The following campaign was for getting the idea of people’s hobby and here I make the 

advertisement of newly launched product which is a lot of books in our website.

 

Figure 23: Campaign of getting attach with customers' hobby 

Through this campaign I were able to reach a total of 12,319 people out of which 43 responded to 

this post and this 43 comments are our sample size. The light orange part in the bar show the 

organic reach 2,691 out of total reach. And the deep orange part shows the paid reach which mean 

with $3.00 I were able to reach 9,628 people. 
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Figure 24: Reach of customers' hobby campaign 
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3.6 My Other Activities 
Rather than doing market research, analysis, doing SEO of new products and managing campaigns 

I have done some additional works in UpoharBD in the back end of the website. UpoharBD adds 

greeting card wishes for every occasions while sending gifts to the customers. I have worked on 

this greeting card wishes section. I have added some new relations and occasions as well as some 

meaningful wishes in the UpoharBD’s greeting card wishes section. Here are some examples of 

my work – 

 

Figure 25: Adding new wish 1 
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Figure 26: Adding new wish 2 
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4. Conclusion 
UpoharBD is a trendsetter for the future online business prospects. It is the result of unique idea 

and professionalism. As our country has a rich culture and strong family bonding, so it makes me 

happy when I see our loving ones smile out of joy. By doing market research, analyzing those, 

launching new products and managing campaigns, I tried to put things together to achieve my 

goals and objectives. I examined the effectiveness of the marketing through different type of 

implementations. Not all the implementation was successful but most of them worked. Within this 

short period of time frame bringing the whole thing live was a great challenge as well. Hence I 

tried to increase the engagement rate of UpoharBD and earn some revenue to the company.  

Working for UpoharBD was an amazing experience for me. Under the majestic supervision of 

experienced and knowledgeable mentor Mr. Syed Mahmudur Rahman I have learned a lot about 

digital marketing and implementing them in real life.  
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6. Appendix 

 
Figure 27: CSV file of women gift 
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Figure 28: CSV file of kids' gift 
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Figure 29: Example of newly added product 1 
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Figure 30: Example of newly added product 2 
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Figure 31: UpoharBD's Facebook page 
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